Bleeding-Edge Competitive
BRANDING – Partner
with KFSE

B

usinesses have an obligation to give back to societies they work in, as an act of
good corporate citizenship. Widely known as Corporate Social Responsibility
(CRS), many businesses choose to channel their support or donations to those
issues with high public visibility such as provision of food to chronically poor – and may
at times come out a tad hypocritical.
But others choose to direct their CSR initiatives to novel ideas – investing in tomorrow's
needs. They choose to address emerging problems by providing solutions for the future,
instead of only working to mitigate the pain or negative impact of such problems.
Increasingly, our society is getting to appreciate this kind of CSR.
Companies especially those known to be innovators or pace setters, need to use this
form of CSR to competitively increase their brand visibility – after-all they are innovative
not just in areas that shore up their bottom line, but also those that affect the wider
society.
KFSE is seeking to partner with such leaders in the business sector to address current
and emerging social issues in a way that increases CSR impact and visibility to their
different niche and/or mass market. Below are two initiatives that we could partner
with different socially conscious players – which will be mutually advantageous to both
our beneficiaries/stakeholders.

essen
ce of being
human – the foundation
on which human rights are built,
is that we can engage with each other in a
mutually respectful way; an approach that
recognizes the human spirit in the other person, and an
entitlement to holding social, political, religious or cultural views.
If we can hear and understand what the other person is saying, then we have a
foundation on which to build agreement and consensus. This is what the Dialogue
House is all about!
KFSE will contribute the land, be bold and join us to build up this space – it does not have
to be expensive, but it does need to be functional. Is yours the BRAND that unites people
across families and cultures; or brings about mutual understanding and social
cohesion? Then you are the partner we need.

These are:
a.
The Dialogue House
b.
The Kitchen&Lounge.

The Dialogue House
Dialogue house will support conflict-less resolution of differing cultural and religious
positions on emerging issues in the society. Since the 1960s the world has been going
through a sexual revolution. There has been progressive evolution of the basic
understanding of place and role of human sexuality including gender relations.
While in many societies especially those with an individualistic cultural trait have
engaged with this revolution rather easily and with less social conflicts, other societies
have found this engagement difficult. Religious and faith leaders especially have found
this engagement rather difficult because they may see it as an encroachment into their
territory or spaces of authority.
That is why KFSE wants to partner with a progressive organization to construct a space
that is specifically dedicated for dialogue and consensus building. “We do not have to
talk at each other – we can always agree to agree and at times also agree to disagree.” The
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The Kitchen & Lounge
If YES, then partner with us to build a simple but
comfortable Kitchen & Lounge at our KFSE community centre.
Once all plans are complete the community centre will have a community
museum, a cutting edge dialogue house and in-door sports facility. The Dialogue
House will come with approx. 15 B&B rooms – so this facility will be relatively busy.
KFSE can acquiesce to tasty branding of the facility to the CSR partner(s).

K

enyans love their Nyama Choma and sometimes this comes with a beer or two –
but it's not healthy to do that. But we do it anyway – and we could do it in a
healthier way. Is your company passionate about how people spend their time?
Is your brand associated with healthy good food, and/or R & R?
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